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The sum f(m, n) =x3:“:,’ (Isin rran/nll/lsin najml ) arises in bounding incomplete 
exponential sums. In this article we show that for positive integers m, n with m > 1. 
.f(m, n) < (4/rr’) 111 log m + 0.38m+ 0.608 + 0.116 d*/m, where d= (m, n). This im- 
proves earlier bounds for.f(m. n). The constant 4/n’ in the main term is shown to 
be best possible. 1 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let m and n be positive integers with m > 1. The sum 
f(m, n) = “‘c 
’ /sin nan/nz 
o=, lsin 7-m/m 
has arisen many times in the literature. In particular, it arises in estimating 
“incomplete” exponential sums of the form ~~~;+, e,(g(-u)), where g(x) is 
a polynomial with integer coefficients, h E Z, and e,(y) = e’2niim)“. 
Vinogradov [ 11, Ex. 12, Chap. 51 observed that this “incomplete” sum 
could be expressed as a fraction of the “complete” exponential sum 
XI:,:; e,(g(.u)) plus an error term 
bin 
where 181 < 1 and A = max, = l...,m-l IC~zd e,,,k(~~)+v)l. He ClL Ex. 11, 
Chap. 31 obtained the estimate for J’(m. , n), 
nrlogm-Flog 2 F 
(L 
mlogm-n 
2 
mlogm-m 
I > $1 for m36 
for m312 (1.2) 
for m 3 60. 
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As an application of ( 1.1) and (1.2) Vinogradov [ 11 Ex. 12, Chap. 51 
showed that if p is a prime then the number of quadratic residues (mod p) 
among the integers b + 1, h + 2,..., b + n is (n/2) + (O/2) &log p, where 
IHI < 1. The bound (1.2) for ,f(m, n) has also been used by Chalk [ 11, 
Chalk and Williams [a], Smith [9], and Spackman [lo] in solving 
questions concerning the distribution of solutions of polynomial congruen- 
ces. Mordell [5,6] and Serre [8] have made use of the more crude bound 
f(nz, n) < rtz log m for similar problems. 
Lid1 and Neiderreiter [4, Lemma 8.803 obtained the improved bound 
f’(m, n) < (2/n) nz log rpz+ $rn + II, and used if for proving results on the 
distribution of points in linear recurrences over finite fields. 
We shall prove the sharper inequality: 
THEOREM 1. For any positive integers m, II with m > 1 ule have 
,j’(m, n) <$ m log nr + 0.38nr + 0.608 + 0.116 c, 
m 
where d = (m, n). Ztz particular, zf m > 8 then f( m, n) < m log m - m. 
We also prove a mean value property for f(m, n); specifically: 
THEOREM 2. The jimction j’(m, n) has the following properties. 
(i) i7-’ Cr=, f(m, n) = (4/n’) m log m + (4/rt2)(y -log(x/2)) nz + 
O(log m log(log m)), where 1’ is Euler’s constant, y = 0.57721.... 
(ii) C;:‘=I (f(m,n-(4/~r’)nzlogm)‘~m310gm. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that the constant 4/7c2 in Theorem 1 is best 
possible. However, the constant 0.38 in the second term of Theorem 1 is by 
no means best possible. One would hope that 0.38 could be replaced by a 
value very close to the value of the constant in the second term of 
Theorem 2(i), which is roughly 0.0507. The fact that f(m, n) < m log m - m 
for nz > 8 follows immediately for m > 12 from the first part of Theorem 1 
and can be checked by direct computation for m = 9, 10, 11, 12. When 
m = 8 this inequality fails, indeed f(8, 3) > 8 log 8 - 8. 
We wish to thank Professor Hugh L. Montgomery for pointing out to us 
that the constant 4/7c’ in the main term of Theorem 1 could be obtained 
and for the helpful discussions on proving this result. We also wish to 
thank Professor Paul T. Bateman for many helpful comments on simplify- 
ing the proofs and sharpening the constants, and Professor D. J. Lewis for 
his comments on earlier drafts of this article. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
To start, we note the following consequence of the EulerMaclaurin 
6 summation formula found for example in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [3 
0.1311, 
O<logm+r+&- ,! ;<f (2.1 
I-1 
The following three lemmas are needed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. For an)) integer nl> 2 and real number s, 
“‘- ’ jsin axI 
=--ii- 
2 
c,= I 
Cll(logni+;+log2)+$ 
Proof. This is essentially the result of problem 38, part VI of 
PolyaaSzego [7], except we make their proof more precise to obtain an 
extra savings. Using the Fourier series 
lsin 8(=2 
7I 
-4 f  co; 2vt1 
nv=,4v -1 
we have 
where B(m, x) = C;=, k ’ cos(lix) for DIE Z+, XE IL!. If m is odd then 
B(m, X) takes on its minimum value when s = 71, as shown in Polya-Szego 
[7, No. 27, Part VI], and so for all .Y E iw, 
B(m,.T)3-,+3f+ ... 1 --> -log?--$ 
Vl 
Thus, if WI is even 
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and consequently if m is odd, 
n1-l sinax 2 nt 1 2 
J ’ 
-<- c -+; . 
a n,,=, v ( 
logZf--& 
1 
The result of the lemma now follows from (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.2. For 0 < x < 1 bile have 
Proqj: We make use of the well known expansion from complex 
analysis, 
The infinite sum in the preceding equation is clearly positive for 0 <x < 1 
and so the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any integers II, m with m > 1 ule have 
X-i(4-i~)g-c f jsinnan/ml <X-g, 
0=1 
wlhere d = (n, m ). 
Proof: Suppose first that (n, m) = 1. Then we have 
sin 7can/ml = f lsin 7ca/ml = f sin(rra/m)=cot 
N = I ti=l 
Now for 0 <x d n/4 we have 
cot.,-;= -2.x f  
1 1 x 
k=, k2n’-x2 
< -2.x z 
,=,m= -3’ 
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and 
cod> -2.x f 
1 
s ,=,(k"-(1/16))n2= 
Therefore for tn > 1, 
(2.2) 
which proves the lemma when (n, m) = 1. 
Suppose now that (n, m) = d 3 1. Then we have 
where n’ = n/d, tn’ = m/d and (n’, m’) = 1. As a runs from 1 to tn. n’a runs 
through a complete set of residues (mod m’) d times, so that 
The lemma follows again from (2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let tn, tz be positive integers with 1~ > 1. By 
Lemma 2.2 we see that 
where A ;;;‘(I; 1fj-i Isin T’ttz’ +:‘I;; ‘si;y;r’ -:A, (2.3) 
m ~ ’ 1 sin 7can/m 1 
A= 1 
‘,= I m+a 
The first two sums on the right-hand side of (2.3) are equal in value and 
bounded above by the value given in Lemma 2.1. 
To bound A from below we observe that 
m-l 
rl 
71an 3m = 
o=l ‘lnF (m+a)(2m-a)’ 
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By the inequality of the arithmetic and geometric means we have 
and so by Lemma 2.3 we conclude that 
‘4>4-4(4- )i 
371 37r ’ m’ (2.4) 
where n= (m, n). 
Combining (2.3) and (2.4) we see that 
2m 2 
.f(m, n) <- 
( 
-logm+~(i’+log2)+-& 71 77 ) 
-!E$ ~p(4&7& 
( ) m2 ’ 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
LEMMA 3.1. For m > 2 we have 
“i;,‘&=C( logm+g-1ogq +0(l). > 
Proof: We start with the expansion 
By pairing the ( - k)th and (k + 1 )st terms in the preceding sum we obtain 
,,1 I 
<z, sin(blm,=s~~,‘~~,,i-“~(~-~-,~:k+l,) 
+ f (el)k’y l 
k=O o=, mk+a 
(3.2) 
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Now, by (2.1), 
1 
m(k+ 1) 
+ m-10(k-2), 
and so 
% I?- I 
,cl t-1)” c --!- 
oc, mkta 
-m-lk~,~+m-lO( i km2) 
k=l 
= -log(;j+o(;), (3.3) 
by Wallis’ formula for n/2. Combining (3.2) and (3.3) and using (2.1 ) yields 
the result of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (i ) By Lemma 2.3 we have 
Now. 
<m c dlogm 
dim 
6 m2 log m log log m. (3.5) 
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From (3.4), (3.5) and Lemma 3.1 we conclude that 
f f(m,.)=~ 
I? ( 
1 
!I= I 
ogm+y-log; +0(m) 
) 
+ k O(m’ log m log log m), 
which finishes the proof of part (i). We remark that it seems difficult to 
avoid the log log m factor in (3.5). 
(ii) Set B = (4/7c’) m log m. Then from Theorems 1 and 2(i) we have 
that J‘(m, n) < B + O(m) and that I;= I f(m, n) = mB + O(m’). Thus we see 
that 
f (f(m, n) - B)‘= f f(m, n)‘-2B f f(m, n) +mB2 
,z= I I, = 1 n=l 
< m(B + O(m))2 - ZB(mB + O(m2)) + mB’ 
= O(m’B) = O(m3 log ~2). 
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